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Focusing Questions
Help push student thinking forward

Where could you start?
What are you trying to figure out?
Why does that work?
Is there another way to approach it? To represent it?
How are these ideas related

Funneling Questions
Guide the student down the teacher’s chosen path.

What if you tried this here?
So you could find this first?
What if you did this instead of that?
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Teacher Roles for Questioning
Advance student thinking with focusing questions
Ask questions that require justification
Ask intentional questions that make the mathematics visible
Allow wait time

Student Roles for Questioning
Expect to be asked to explain, clarify, and elaborate
Think carefully and take time to craft a clear response
Reflect and justify reasoning
Listen to, comment on, and question classmates comments 
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Feathering the Nest

Model and practice a climate of trust, respect, and 
support

• Arrange the room to make talking together easier
• Define roles
• Provide visualization practice
• Encourage and support risk taking and mistakes
• Post and practice talk moves and sentence stems

Plan for questioning and appropriate tasks

Roles During Discourse
Teacher
• Engage students in sharing ideas using multiple representations
• Select and sequence shared work
• Facilitate discourse – more student talk, less teacher talk
• Ensure progress towards mathematical goals

Student
• Present and explain ideas and representations
• Listen carefully and critique the reasoning of others
• Seek to understand approaches used by others
• Compare and contrast various approaches
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Risk-taking Protocol 

• Think on your own 
• Time and direction depends on age of students
• Time increases as year progresses 

• Pair up - share ideas with a partner
• Square up – share ideas with another pair
• Group share

• Focus on thinking, processes, strategies
• Include sharing of written work (words and pictures)

Supporting the Struggle

• Set expectations early
• Be firm
• Celebrate the small contributions & the struggle
• Try questions:

• I know you don’t, but if you did…?
• What’s one thing you know?
• What tools might help you?
• Were you thinking ___ or were you thinking ___?



Support Discourse with Talk Moves and Sentence Stems

• Clarification and explanation
– Could you describe what you mean?

• Justification
– How did you know?

• Recognize and challenge misconception
– I don’t agree because..
– Have you considered an alternative?

• Interpret and use other’s statements
– I heard Charla say…and that makes me think…

• Require evidence
– Can you give me an example?

Additional Questions to Support Discourse

• What decisions did you make?
• Can you tell me more about…?
• Can you explain a different way?
• What patterns do you notice?
• How does ____ relate to ____?
• What can you tell me without solving the problem (performing 

computation)?
• Rather than trying to add the numbers, try thinking about the pattern.
• What do you think about Jorge’s question/statement?
• Who can repeat what Jessica said in their own words?
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The Influence of Tasks on Discourse

1. Does the problem involve meaningful mathematics?
2. Does the problem provide an opportunity for students to apply and 

extend mathematics?
3. Is the problem interesting to students?
4. Is the problem challenging for students?
5. Does the problem support the use of multiple strategies?
6. Will students’ interactions with the problem reveal information about 

students’ mathematical understanding?

Surface Learning

• Initiation to new ideas
• Begins with development of conceptual understanding
• Followed by associated procedural skills

• What did you notice?
• How does this connect to our model?
• What would happen next?
• What is this called?
• How can I write this?
• What does this symbol represent?
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Deep Learning

• Consolidating understanding of concepts and procedures
• Making connections among ideas

• Did you notice any patterns that helped you determine where to place 
your counter and score more points? If so, what were those patterns?

• Did your partner have a different strategy? How was it different? Can 
you think of any ways to improve your strategy or your partner’s 
strategy?

• Utilize the questions from talk moves.

• You are going to play a game in pairs. Thinking about patterns may be 
helpful.

• The cube has the numbers from 3-8. We are going to multiply the 
number we roll by 8.

• Before we roll, we have to predict the product, verbalize the strategy we 
are using, and place our counter on the number we predicted.

• Use tally marks to tally your score, based on our scoring system.
• The first person to reach 30 points wins.

• Product matches counter – 5 points
• Product in same column as counter – 2 points
• Product in same row as counter – 1 point
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Transfer Learning

• Apply learning to new situations
• Think metacognitively

– Self-questioning
– Self-reflection

• Written discourse
• Near and far transfer

Discourse and Metacognition
Teacher Questions

• Tell your partner what you think the problem is about.
• Make a list of the things you understand about the problem.
• Make a list of the things you understand about the problem?

• Self-questioning
– What do I know about the problem?
– What is the problem asking me to find out?
– What strategies can I use to understand the problem better?
– Have I seen something like this before?

• Self-reflection
– How is my answer similar to/different from my other students’ 

solutions?
– How do I know my solution is correct?
– How well did I communicate my thinking?
– Could I have done this a different way?
– What if…?
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Compare the amount that  the adults and students pay to go on the field trip. 
Describe the relationship between the two amounts.

The week before the trip teachers had collected $284 for the students and $144 
for the adults. How many students and how many adults still need to pay for their 
trip..

All groups will start their day at the Capitol Building and end their day a the 
Capitol Building. Any group that travels more than 2 miles total during the day 
can take a van for part of the day. The groups in Mr. Owada’s class made these 
plans. 

Which group can take the van?
• Fill in the Total Miles Walked on the table.
• Write which group can take the van.
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High Level Discourse

• Teacher as facilitator, guide on the side
• Student initiated talk, including questions directed to each 

other
• Teacher guides students to contrast strategies
• Students justify own thinking
• Students use math drawings to describe their thinking and 

the thinking of other students
• Students support and shape each other’s thinking
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